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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
Castillo San Felipe de Barajas, Cartagena de Indias, Colombia
LEFT: The Allopoiesis of the Artifact| Mixed media drawing [24”x20”].
RIGHT: The Palimpsest of Context | Digital collage [24”x26”]
INTRODUCTION
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 This thesis contends that Pathological Urban Artifacts1 , as defined by Aldo Rossi, could be made 
Propelling through Allopoiesis in combination with the palimpsest of the urban context. The proposal 
consists of a dialogue between the two strategies of growth, aiming to reconnect the Artifact to the city. 
 Allopoiesis2  is the process by which a system produces something other than the system itself. In this 
thesis, allopoiesis is the mapping of the artifact’s underlying geometry as catalyst for urban development. 
 Rossi sees in the Propelling Urban Artifact a formal structure that confirms the presence 
of the city and persists through time independent of program.  Alternatively, Allopoiesis offers a 
strategy for urban development as a projective project (propelling) derived from the Urban Artifact. 
 Palimpsest3 is defined as “a manuscript or piece of writing material on which the original 
writing has been effaced to make room for later writing but of which traces remain.”  In this thesis, 
palimpsest becomes a single map created by the superimposition of several historical periods.
 The development, use and occupation of the Artifact has been arrested, thus a pathological 
diagnosis. The development of the context is inconclusive. The strategy for growth of the Artifact 
must be projective, and specific in relation to its “system.” The strategy for growth of the Context is 
the continuation of its on-going logic of historical appearances, disappearances, and reappearances. 
 The project attempts to define a procedure that maps the Artifact’s system, and claims 
that this system is based on morphological development. The overlaying of both Artifact and 
Context’s morphological developments create a hermeneutic texture, or a framework for a third city. 
 Constructed as a single drawing, both the Allopoiesis of the Artifact and the Palimpsest 
of Context create a new projective map for the site. Subsequent interpretations of this new 
map as a series of figure ground conditions create a generative process for urban intervention.
1 Rossi, Aldo, and Peter Eisenman. The Architecture of the City. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1982. 59.
2 Krippendorff, Klaus. “ALLOPOIESIS.” ALLOPOIESIS. Accessed November 3, 2015. http://cleamc11.vub.ac.be/ASC/ALLOPOIESIS.html.
3	 Google	Define	Feature
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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia
Castillo San Felipe de Barajas | Aerial view of current condition. 
CASE STUDY | CASTILLO SAN FELIPE DE BARAJAS
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Cartagena de Indias, Colombia | Aerial View.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, per id dicat erroribus salutatus, id vix suas alterum intellegat. Ea dolor dissentias 
eam, cum no rebum reque harum. Ei velit primis dolorem sed, vel eu sanctus similique vituperata, an accusata 
splendide sit. Mea mazim intellegat ex, ei eirmod abhorreant sed, no quod reque qui. Ne mea tollit utinam inimicus, 
ut quo ignota persecuti, no vix ludus impedit accusamus. Lorem minim vix in, an est etiam epicurei perpetua.
Sit agam scribentur ei. Id vix dico rebum ullum, id noluisse reprimique ius. Virtute legendos perpetua 
ad vix, legere fastidii usu cu. At quas justo eam, ne has quot scripserit, mentitum legendos cu pri.
Eu eos munere doctus albucius. Menandri singulis eleifend eum te, postulant accommodare cum no, duo ea graeci 
molestiae. Has id clita accumsan, sed ne vocibus periculis. Ea amet accommodare eam, ad mel dolor dissentiunt. 
Animal viderer inimicus pri no, vim odio sonet ullamcorper ea, ius errem corpora ne. Per no primis civibus, et 
exerci mucius phaedrum cum. Ancillae dissentiet est no, nec tation molestie fabellas in, per alterum constituto at.
Sit quem malorum ad. No mel novum fuisset luptatum, an quo prima harum deterruisset. Ut habeo saepe admod
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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
Castillo San Felipe de Barajas | Sections
Original (base) Drawings by: Sociedad de Mejoras Públicas, “Corte Levantamiento.” Cartagena, Colombia: Ministerio de Obras Públicas y Transporte: 1993. Plate 3.
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Castillo San Felipe de Barajas | Sections
Original (base)Drawings by: Sociedad de Mejoras Públicas, “Corte Levantamiento.” Cartagena, Colombia: Ministerio de Obras Públicas y Transporte: 1993. Plate 3.
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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
Forma	Urbis	Cartāginis	Novae	|	Historical	map	in	black,	new	condition	in	red.
Precedent: Lanciani’s Forma Urbis Romae. Lanciani, Rodolfo Amedeo. Forma Urbis Romae. Roma: Quasar, 1990.
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Bonete de San 
Lázaro
Barroque Period
1656-57: Don Pedro de Zapata 
(construction)
1725-30: Eng. Juan de Herrera y 
Sotomayor (reconstruction, 
modification, and reinforcement)
1762-69: Eng. Antonio de Arévalo
(terrace and construction)
18 cannons 
Batería de San 
Lazaro
Neoclassical Period
1739: Eng. Juan de Herrera 
y Sotomayor (mud wall 
construction)
1762-69: Eng. Antonio de 
Arévalo
(definitive construction)
5 cannons 
Hornabeque
Neoclassical Period
1739: Eng. Juan de Herrera y 
Sotomayor (mud wall 
construction)
1762-69: Eng. Antonio de 
Arévalo
(definitive construction)
6 cannons 
Batería de La 
Redención
Neoclassical Period
1762-69: Eng. Antonio de 
Arévalo (design and 
construction)
11 cannons 
Batería de 
Santa Bárbara
Neoclassical Period
1762-69: Eng. 
Antonio de Arévalo 
(design and 
construction)
7 cannons 
Batería de La
Cruz
Neoclassical Period
1762-69: Eng. Antonio 
de Arévalo (design and 
construction)
8 cannons 
Batería de San Carlos 
y Los 12 Apóstoles
Neoclassical Period
1762-69: Eng. Antonio de 
Arévalo (design and construction)
San Carlos: 1 cannon
12 Apóstoles: 12 cannons
Morphological Development through Time | Additive process. 
“Actividades	De	Conservación	En	El	Cordón	Amurallado	Últimos	Diez	Años.”	Fortificaciones	De	Cartagena.	Accessed	November	16,	2015.
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Castillo San Felipe de Barajas |  History.
“Actividades	De	Conservación	En	El	Cordón	Amurallado	Últimos	Diez	Años.”	Fortificaciones	De	Cartagena.	Accessed	November	16,	2015.
HISTORY| CASTILLO SAN FELIPE DE BARAJAS
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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
Precedent: Noli’s Map of Rome.
FIGURE GROUND READINGS
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Correlations between the development of the Artifact and its surrounding Topography
1739
1805
1697-1735
1763
PRE 1656
TOPO-GEOMETRY STUDY
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Composite Drawing.
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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
This thesis contends that Urban Artifacts of Pathological Permanence, as defined by Aldo Rossi,1  are dead not only 
because of the inability of their form to allow for a new use, but because of other multiple variables. Being born with 
a disadvantageous Form is only the beginning of a series of possible illnesses; which flourish out of the vulnerability 
caused by the death of the political idea that brought forth the Urban Artifact’s Form in its original conception. 
The death of the political idea leaves the Urban Artifact with a dubious raison d’etre. The Form has then to be 
able to appropriate and reinvent its preceding morphological development in order to create a sense of Autonomy. 
Similar to the way adolescents deviate from their parent’s ideas as they walk into adulthood. As they fail to do so, 
they become unable to interact and influence their context, which is now ruled by new and different political ideas. 
The incapability to interact with context, however, is both ideological and physical. The Urban Artifact stands in its 
context in a relationship of conflict, because of its obvious age gap, and in a relationship of indifference, as it does 
not speak the language of its context. Physical barriers between the Artifact and the context may be present, further 
separating both. Finally, the Urban Artifact is subjected to Museification,2  a form of preservation where an entity 
becomes a museum of itself. This program halts the typological development of the Urban Artifact, rendering it dead.
The Diseases
1 Rossi, Aldo, and Peter Eisenman. The Architecture of the City. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1982. 59.
2 Plosnitâ, Elena. “Regional Co-operation for Cultural Heritage Development.” Rcchd.icomos.org.ge. 2012. Accessed September 25, 2015.
THE URBAN ARTIFACT IN CRISIS
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“Birth Defect”
Pathological Permanence
“HIV Cell”
Death of the Political Idea
“Russell-Silver Syndrome”
Inerrupted Morphological Development
“Anorexia Nervosa”
No Reciprocity to Context
Context as Physical Barrier
“Schizophrenia”
“Influenza Virus”
Museification
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Propelling Permanence:
Rossi, Aldo, and Peter Eisenman. The Architecture of the City. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1982.
Pathological Permanence:
“Great Pyramid of Khufu (Cheops): Section.” Flickr. April 30, 2007. Accessed December 7, 2015.
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Pathological Permanence1
The Urban Artifact’s Form doesn’t allow for a new use.
They “appear as a series of isolated elements that we can link only tenuously to an urban system” - Rossi
Propelling Permanence
The Urban Artifact’s Form is flexible enough to allow for a multiplicity of different programs through time.
They “...enable us to understand the city in its totality” -Rossi
VS. Propelling Permanence
1 Rossi, Aldo, and Peter Eisenman. The Architecture of the City. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1982. 59.
PATHOLOGICAL PERMANENCE
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architectural 
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perspective
interpreted within understood in 
relationship to
political 
development
Pier Vittorio Aureli | The Proyect of Autonomy
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Death of the political idea that brought forth the Urban Artifact’s specific form.
Performance will be pathological if the Monument cannot divorce the political ideas that formed it, achieving 
Autonomy.
The Project of Autonomy: “… the establishing a relationship between individuals and their knowledge different from 
the one inherited from previous periods”1
-Cornelius Castoriadis, Greek-French Philosopher, 1989.
The Autonomy of the Urban Artifact
1 Aureli, Pier Vittorio. The Project of Autonomy. New York: Temple Hoyne Buell Center for the Study of American Architecture:, 2008.
DEATH OF THE POLITICAL IDEA
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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
TOP LEFT: Photograph by Wikipedia. BOTTOM LEFT: Photograph by 
Wikipedia. RIGHT: Photograph by Wikipedia.
TOP: Painting by Ernest Hébrard, 1912. BOTTOM: Taken from https://
www.bungalow.net/de/bn64529.html
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The Urban Artifact is unable to appropriate and reinvent its preceding morphological development. 
“Political affirmation of the autonomy of architectural poiesis in the form of the reinvention of categories such as 
Typology and Place”1
-Aureli (on Rossi)
The Project of Autonomy
In Relationship to The Evolution of Typologies
Hager, Hellmut. “Carlo Fontana’s Project for a Church in Honour of the ‘Ecclesia Triumphan’ in the Colosseum, Rome.” Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, Vol. 36 (1973): 319-37. Accessed December 3, 2015.
Carlo Fontana’s Project for a Church in the Colosseum, Rome.
INTERRUPTED MORPHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
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TOP: Photograph by Wikipedia. BOTTOM: Photograph by Imgur. TOP: Photograph by Imgur. BOTTOM: Photograph by Imgur.
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NO RECIPROCITY TO CONTEXT
The interaction between context and monument is only of conflict or indifference.1
There is a disconnection between the artifact and its surroundings because there is a lack of reciprocity between them.
Indifference	and	Conflict
RECIPROCITY
?
INDIFFERENCE
avoidance of the form
CONFLICT
Obvious age gap
1  Tschumi, Bernard. Event-Cities 3. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2004.
UN-RECIPROCAL CONTEXT
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Gray Area as a Physical Barrier | Built spacing barrier.
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When the context of the Urban artifact acts as a physical barrier, there is a physical disconnection between the Artifact 
and its surroundings. The Gray Area refers to the immediate zone between the Urban Artifact and  its context. 
The ‘Gray Area’
PHYSICAL BARRIERS OF CONTEXT
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Gray Area as a Physical Barrier | Vertical element.
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Gray Area as a Physical Barrier | Vertical element + built barrier.
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Gray Area as a Physical Barrier | Free standing object.
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Gray Area as Integration | No built barrier.
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Gray Area as Integration | Full integration: blured in context.
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Castillo San Felipe de Barajas | Gray area as a Physical Barrier | Built spacing barrier.
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1 Plosnitâ, Elena. “Regional Co-operation for Cultural Heritage Development.” Rcchd.icomos.org.ge. 2012. Accessed September 25, 2015. 
2 Venturi, Robert, and Denise Brown. Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form. Rev. ed. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1977. 156.
2
1
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Program strategy of preservation where a monument is 
made into a museum of itself, attempting at preserving 
the integrity of a monument.
Halted development. 
Assumes the idea of ‘monument’ as a finished product.
CRITIQUE OF NAIVE FUNCTIONALISM
“I Believe that any explanation of urban artifacts in 
terms of function must be rejected if the issue is to eluci-
date their structure and formation.”3 
-Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City
MUSEIFICATION
Halts Development 
and Formation
Formal Development affected by 
Program
As Program
3 Rossi, Aldo, and Peter Eisenman. The Architecture of the City. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1982.
MUSEIFICATION
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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
Top: Image from Wikipedia.
Bottom: Image from the U.S Department of Park Service
Top: Image from Shutterstock.
Bottom: 
Autopoiesis
Allopoiesis
Allopathy
Euthanasia
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Autopoiesis:2 refers to a system capable of reproducing and maintaining itself, by observing itself (usually refers to 
living organism).
Allopathy:3 treating a disease by inducing a condition different or opposite to the cause of the disease.
Allopoiesis:4 the process by which a system produces something other than the system itself.
Euthanasia:5 the act of killing someone painlessly, especially to relieve suffering from an incurable illness.
in this thesis:
Autopoiesis: refers to the artifact’s (or the context’s) growth by the reproduction of its formal logic. It could also mean 
the continuation of the historical development of the form.
Allopathy: curing the pathological condition by creating space within the artifact, that is able to hold new program.
Allopoiesis: Allopoiesis is the mapping of the artifact’s underlying geometry as catalyst for urban development. 
Euthanasia: The acceptance of the death of the artifact and the subsequent obliteration of its form.
Greek	-poiēsis;
a combining form meaning “making, formation,’’ used in the formation of compound words1
1 Wordreference.com
2  Maturana, Humberto R., and Francisco J. Varela. Autopoiesis and Cognition: The Realization of the Living. Dordrecht, Holland: D. 
Reidel Pub., 1980.
3 Mosby, Inc. “Allopathy.” In Mosby’s Medical Dictionary. 8th ed. St. Louis, MO: Mosby, 2009.
4 Krippendorff, Klaus. “ALLOPOIESIS.” ALLOPOIESIS. Accessed November 3, 2015. http://cleamc11.vub.ac.be/ASC/ALLO-
POIESIS.html.
5 “Euthanasia.” In Collins Concise Dictionary. 5.th ed. Glasgow: HarperCollins Publishers, 2001.
-POIESIS
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Autopoiesis of the Artifact | “Uncontrollable Growth” by Copy + Paste
AUTOPOIESIS OF THE ARTIFACT
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Autopoiesis of the Artifact | Artifact’s Growth based on possible historical development of fort during the Neoclassical period by Sebastien Vauban (Citadelle de 
Lille). Original Image: “Vauban Bâtisseur.” Dictionnaires Et Encyclopédies Sur ‘Academic’ 2014. Accessed December 7, 2015.
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Autopoiesis of the Context | Continuation of the formal logic of the context.
AUTOPOIESIS OF THE CONTEXT
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Autopoiesis of the Context | Continuation of the formal logic of the context, resulting in EUTHANASIA.
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Allopathy | Speculative Section: Gaetano Pesce, Church of Solitude, project. 1939. MoMA Archives.
ALLOPATHY
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Allopathy | Speculative Section: Archigram. The Plug-In City by Peter Cook, 1964. Walking City by Ron Herron, 1964.
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Euthanasia | Speculative condition of deterioration.
EUTHANASIA
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Fort’s condition during the 1930’s, before preservation undertakings.
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The Allopoiesis of the Artifact
Allopoiesis | Left : Geometries derived from the forms of the Artifact (dotted and dashed lines). Curves connecting the points of intersection betweeen the geometries 
(crossed circles), and anticipating new subsequent geometries. Center: Projection of new curves based on points of intersection. New points found based on the intersec-
tion	of	curves	(hexagons),	and	new	geometries	found	from	the	connection	of	the	hexagons	(dashed	lines).	Tentative	new	figures	derived	from	the	intersection	of	circles	
and hexaons crossed by the same curves. Right: New forms derived from the layering of  the geometric exploration and the projecting lines exploration.
ALLOPOIESIS OF THE ARTIFACT
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Allopoiesis2  is the process by which a system produces 
something other than the system itself. 
In this thesis: 
Allopoiesis is the mapping of the artifact’s underlying 
geometry as catalyst for urban development. 
Composite drawing overlaying the three previous drawings. 
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Process
1  TRANSITIONAL CURVE IN RAILROAD AND HIGHWAY ENGINEERING. Susan. “Euler Spiral.” SewBrilliant. 2010. Ac-
cessed February 08, 2016. http://www.sew-brilliant.org/euler-spiral/.
Euler Spiral1
ALLOPOIESIS OF THE ARTIFACT
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Sectional Exploration
ALLOPOIESIS OF THE ARTIFACT
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Palimpsest1: “a manuscript or piece of writing material on which the original writing has been effaced to make room 
for later writing but of which traces remain.”  
In this thesis: 
Palimpsest becomes a single map created by the superimposition of several historical periods.
1		 Google	Define	Feature
PALIMPSEST OF CONTEXT
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Layers
1930
1739
1805
1697-1735
1763
PRE 1656
PALIMPSEST OF CONTEXT
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Composite Drawing
2016 condition in red
2016
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And its Components
PROJECTIVE MAP
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Topography
Fabric
Urban Infrastructure
Allopoiesis of the Artifact
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Two Case Studies
Sites 21 and 30 are 250,000 sq ft each.
They belong to the grid of the drawing on the right.
21 30
FRAMEWORK ON SITE
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Iteration One
MATRIX: SITE 21 AND 30
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Site 21
DESIGN ITERATION ONE
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Right:  The plan as the section, Exercise One.
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The New Topography
Two physical models [12”x12”] based on Matrix One, Site 21. 
Left: Framework includes topography as a part of the new plan. Right: Framework does not include topographical lines, but creates a topography of its own.
FIELD CONDITIONS
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The Disappearance of the Artifact v.s. The Concealement of the Intervention.
Invasion.
INVASION AND FEATHERING
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Feathering.
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Four Tone Drawing
Top Image: VILLE NOUVELLE MELUN SÉNART, FRANCE, COMPETITION 1987. Koolhaas, Rem. Small, Medium, Large, Extra-large: 
Office	for	Metropolitan	Architecture,	Rem	Koolhaas,	and	Bruce	Mau.	2d	ed.	New	York,	N.Y.:	Monacelli	Press,	1998.	980-985.
PERSISTENT URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Iteration Two
MATRIX: SITE 21 AND 30
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Site 21
DESIGN ITERATION TWO
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The plan becomes the section
FOLD + CUT SECTION
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Cabinet of Curiosities
APPENDIX 1
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